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Computation of the Induced Norm from L2 to L1 in SISO
Sampled-Data Systems: Discretization Approach
with Convergence Rate Analysis
Jung Hoon Kim and Tomomichi Hagiwara
Abstract—This paper provides a discretization method for
computing the induced norm from L2 to L1 in single-input/
single-output (SISO) linear time-invariant (LTI) sampled-data
systems. We first follow the lifting-based treatment for the
induced norm from L2 to L1 of SISO LTI sampled-data
systems, but further apply the key idea of fast-lifting, by which
the sampling interval [0; h) is divided into M subintervals with
an equal width. Such an idea allows us to develop two methods
for computing the induced norm with gridding and piecewise
constant approximations. These methods leads to approximately
equivalent discretization methods of the generalized plant that
can be used for readily computing upper and lower bounds
of the induced norm together with the derivation of the
associated convergence rates. More precisely, it is shown that
the approximation error converges to 0 at the rate of 1=
p
M
and 1=M in the gridding and piecewise constant approximation
methods, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sampled-data systems [1]–[19] taking into account of their
intersample behavior occur naturally in feedback control
applications. A number of studies on sampled-data systems
associated with the disturbance rejection problem have been
conducted [1]–[19]. Many of these studies deal with the
performance analysis for disturbances in L2 and consider
the L2 norm of the output since such analysis corresponds
to the H1 analysis. However, computing the L1 norm
(i.e., the maximum amplitude) of the output instead could
equally play an important role and some studies [4]–[6]
indeed deal with the induced norm from L2 to L1. This
induced norm admits an equivalent alternative interpretation
as the H2 norm in the single-input/single-output (SISO)
linear time-invariant (LTI) systems, both for continuous-time
and discrete-time cases, [20]–[23], even though the H2 norm
(of a multi-input/multi-output LTI system) is usually defined
in the frequency domain and related to the power of the
output for a white noise input. In this connection, it is worth
noting that, for sampled-data systems, two definitions of their
H2 norm have been given in [7]–[10] and each of them gives
a different generalization of the definition of the H2 norm
of continuous-time systems.
The induced norm from L2 to L1 in LTI sampled-
data systems (consisting of LTI plants and LTI controllers)
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was analytically formulated first in [4] by using the lifting
technique [1]–[4], but no explicit computation method for
the induced norm was given in that study. An explicit
computation method for the induced norm without the lifting
treatment was provided in [5], but its comparison with the
two definitions for the H2 norm of sampled-data systems
was not discussed there. Recently, the induced norm from
L2 to L1 in SISO LTI sampled-data systems was revisited
in [6] again with the lifting arguments in such a way that
the comparison of the induced norm with the two existing
definitions for the H2 norm of sampled-data systems is
easy. The arguments therein showed that the induced norm
coincides with neither of the two existing definitions of the
H2 norm for sampled-data systems, and thus the induced
norm from L2 to L1 could be interpreted as yet another
definition of the H2 norm of LTI sampled-data systems.
However, to compute the induced norm with the arguments in
[6], one should take the supremum of a suitably constructed
function over the sampling interval [0; h), for which only
an approximate computation approach based on gridding is
given and the same kind of situation applies also to the
arguments in [5].
This paper extends the arguments in [6] by developing two
methods for computing upper bound (as well as lower bound)
of the induced norm from L2 to L1 in SISO LTI sampled-
data systems through the ideas of gridding and piecewise
constant approximations under the fast-lifting treatment [13],
in which the sampling interval [0; h) is divided into M
subintervals with an equal width. More precisely, it is shown
for each approximation method that upper and lower bounds
of the induced norm from L2 to L1 in a SISO LTI
sampled-data system can be obtained through computing the
induced norm form l2 to l1 of an approximately equivalent
LTI discrete-time system constructed with the associated
approximate discretization of the continuous-time plant. The
latter discrete-time induced norm is readily computable [23],
and it is further shown that the gaps between the upper
and lower bounds converge to 0 at the rates of 1=
p
M and
1=M in the gridding and piecewise constant approximations,
respectively, where M is the fast-lifting parameter.
The notations N; R1 and R2 are used to denote the set
of positive integers, the Banach space of -dimensional real
vectors equipped with vector 1-norm and the Hilbert space
of -dimensional real vectors equipped with the usual inner
product and the associated Euclidean norm, respectively. We
further use the notation N0 to imply N [ f0g. The notation
k  k1 is used to mean either the L1[0; h) norm of a vector




jfj(t)j or that with h
replaced by an integer fraction h0 = h=M , whose distinction
will be clear from the context. On the other hand, the notation
k  k2 is used to mean either the L2[0; h) norm of a vector






with h replaced by h0 = h=M or 1), the induced norm
from either l2 or L2[0; h0) to R2 , the Euclidean norm of a
vector, or the induced (i.e., 2) norm of a matrix as a mapping
from R12 to R
2
2 , whose distinction will be clear from the
context. The notation k  k1=2 is used to mean, unless stated
otherwise, the induced norm from either L2[0; h0) or R2 to
L1[0; h0) or the induced norm of a matrix as a mapping from
R12 to R21, whose distinction will be clear from the context.
Furthermore, we call the induced norms from L2 to L1 and
from l2 to l1 the L1=L2-induced norm and l1=l2-induced
norm, respectively, for simplicity. The notation k  k1=2 is
used also for these induced norms. Finally, the notations kkF
and k  kH2 denote the Frobenious norm of a matrix and H2
norm of a discrete-time system, respectively.
II. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE L1=L2-INDUCED NORM
IN SISO LTI SAMPLED-DATA SYSTEMS
Let us consider the stable sampled-data system SD shown
in Fig. 1, where P denotes the continuous-time LTI general-
ized plant, while 	 ; H and S denote the discrete-time LTI
controller, the zero-order hold and the ideal sampler, respec-
tively, operating with sampling period h in a synchronous
fashion. Solid lines and dashed lines in Fig. 1 are used to
represent continuous-time and signals discrete-time signals,












 k+1 = A	 k +B	yk
uk = C	 k +D	yk
(2)
where x(t) 2 Rn2 ; w(t) 2 R2; u(t) 2 Rnu2 ; z(t) 2
R1; y(t) 2 Rny2 ;  k 2 Rn	2 ; yk = y(kh) and u(t) =
uk (kh  t < (k + 1)h).
We apply the lifting technique [1]–[4] to the sampled-data
system SD; given f 2 L1 or f 2 L2, its lifting f bfkg1k=0







Fig. 1. Sampled-data system SD:
By applying lifting to w 2 L2 and z 2 L1, the lifted
representation of the sampled-data system SD is given by(
k+1 = Ak + B bwkbzk = Ck +D bwk (4)
with k := [xTk  
T
k ]






: Rn+n	2 ! Rn+n	2 (5)
and the operators
B = JB1 : L2[0; h)! Rn+n	2 (6)
C = M1C : Rn+n	2 ! L1[0; h) (7)
D = D11 : L2[0; h)! L1[0; h) (8)
where
Ad := exp(Ah); B2d :=
Z h
0








































C1 exp(A(   ))B1w()d (14)
We first note (4) and describe the closed-loop relation





D 0   
CB D 0   
CAB CB D 0   
...






The L1=L2-induced norm of the sampled-data system SD
coincides with the associated induced norm of the above
operator in the right hand side. In particular, since this
operator has a Toeplitz structure, it readily follows from
kzk1 = supk kbzkk1 that the L1=L2-induced norm of
SD coincides with the L1=L2-induced norm of its “last”
block row, i.e., (after reordering without affecting the induced
norm)
F := D CB CAB CA2B    (16)
Here, with a slight abuse of the terminology, the L1=L2-
induced norm of F refers to
kFk1=2 := sup
k bwk21 k(F bw)()k1
= sup
k bwk21 sup0<h j(F bw)()j = sup0<h supk bwk21 j(F bw)()j (17)
where bw := [ bw0; bw1;    ]T , and k bwk2 denotes
(
P1
k=0 k bwkk2)1=2 (which actually equals the L2 norm
kwk2). To explicitly characterize the L1=L2-induced norm
kFk1=2, we briefly sketch the results in [6] as follows. For




exp(A(   ))B1BT1 exp(AT (   ))d (18)
C := C0 exp(A2)C (19)








Then, it was shown that
sup
k bwk21 j(F bw)()j=F ():=(C1WCT1 +CXhCT )1=2 (21)
This together with (17) leads to the following result.
Theorem 1 ([6]): The L1=L2-induced norm associated




Even though Theorem 1 gives an almost direct compu-
tation method for the L1=L2-induced norm kFk1=2, this
theorem cannot lead to an easily obtainable upper bound
of the induced norm kFk1=2. Furthermore, when a lower
bound of kFk1=2 is obtained through a gridding idea, it is
not clear how much the lower bound could deviate from the
exact norm in the worst case. In this regard, the following
section is devoted to giving a readily computable upper
bound as well as a lower bound of the L1=L2-induced norm
kFk1=2.
III. EXPLICIT COMPUTATION OF kFk1=2
This section aims at computing upper and lower bounds
of kFk1=2 by using gridding approximation and piecewise
constant approximation approaches. In particular, both ap-
proaches are interpreted and developed through the fast-
lifting treatment [13] of signals on the interval [0; h). Here,
with M 2 N (the fast-lifting parameter) and h0 := h=M ,
fast-lifting is defined as the mapping from f 2 L1[0; h) or
f 2 L2[0; h) to f := [(f (1))T    (f (M))T ] belonging to
(L1[0; h0))M or (L2[0; h0))M , and is denoted by f = LMf ,
where
f (i)(0) := f((i  1)h0 + 0) (0  0 < h0) (23)
We note that LM is norm-preserving both on L1[0; h) and
L2[0; h), from which it readily follows that
kFk1=2 = kFMk1=2 (24)




LMDL 1M LMCBL 1M LMCABL 1M   

(25)
With a slight abuse of terminology again, we call kFMk1=2
the L1=L2 induced norm of FM , for simplicity. To facilitate





1 defined as D11; B1 and M1, respectively,
with the horizon [0; h) replaced by [0; h0), and also introduce
the matrices
A0d := exp(Ah







: Rn2 ! Rn+nu2 (26)
Then, LMDL 1M and LMCAjBL 1M (j = 0; 1;    ) in (25)
are given respectively by
LMDL 1M = M010MB01 + D011 (27)












0 0    0
J
. . . . . .
...
...
. . . . . . 0
(A02d)
M 2J    J 0
377775 (29)
and () denotes diag[();    ; ()] consisting of M copies of










1JM0B01 M01JM1B01   
i
(30)
where JMj := A02dMCAjJA0dM (j = 0; 1;    ).
We are in a position to develop two methods for comput-
ing upper and lower bounds of the L1=L2-induced norm
kFk1=2 = kFMk1=2 by approximately dealing with the
operators M01 and D
0
11.
A. Gridding Approximation Approach
We first introduce the operator M0a0 : R
n+nu












(0  0 < h0) (31)
The output of M0a0 is a constant function corresponding to
the zero-order approximation of the Taylor expansion of
the output of M01, and this operator is used also in the
piecewise constant approximation arguments in the following
subsection. In the present subsection, however, we rather note
an alternative simple interpretation that its output is obtained
by holding the output of M01 at 0 = 0. We then consider
the operator FMG obtained by replacing M01 with M0a0 and







a0JM0B01 M0a0JM1B01   
i
(32)
By noting that the output of D011 equals 0 at 0 = 0, it
readily follows from the above interpretation of M0a0 that
FMG shares the same fast-lifted output as FM for the same
input as long as we evaluate both outputs at 0 = 0. By




In other words, computing kFMGk1=2 corresponds to a
very simple gridding treatment of the function F () with
M equally spaced points. Hence, in the following, we call
the operator FMG the gridding approximation of F .
By (22) and (33), it is obvious that kFMGk1=2 gives
a lower bound approximation of kFk1=2 for each M 2
N. Furthermore, an exact computation of kFMGk1=2 is
straightforward if we again note its alternative character-
ization (33), together with (21). Indeed, this approximate
computation method of kFk1=2 is nothing but the one
given in [6], but this method is not necessarily satisfactory
in the following two respects. First, it does not provide a
method for giving an upper bound of kFk1=2. Secondly,
the computation formula has no clear relationship with an
associated (discrete-time) dynamical system, so that it is
not clear how we could extend the computation method to
arguments for designing controllers minimizing the L1=L2-
induced norm. Hence, the remainder of this subsection is
devoted to dealing directly with FMG (rather than the alter-
native characterization (33)) so that the above two issues can
be resolved, and the following three lemmas are important
for such directions.
Lemma 1: For D011 : L2[0; h=M) ! L1[0; h=M), its






where KMD has a uniform upper bound with respect to M
given by KUD :=
p
hkC1k1=2ekAk2hkB1k2.






KMD0 := hkC1Ak1=2ekAk2h=MkV(M 1)h0k2 (36)
where the matrix V is defined by
VV
T
 =W ( 2 [0; h]) (37)
Furthermore, KMD0 has a uniform upper bound with respect
to M given by KUD0 := hkC1Ak1=2ekAk2hkVhk2.










Furthermore, KMC0 has a uniform upper bound with respect
to M given by KUC0 := hkC0A2k1=2ekA2k2h.
From Lemmas 1–3, we readily have the following result.
Theorem 2: Let us consider the discrete-time system
D :
(
k+1 = Ak + JVhwk
zk = Ck
(40)
with the matrix Vh defined by (37), and denote the H2
norm of the discrete-time system D by kDkH2 . Then, the
inequality







KM0 := KMD0 +KMC0  kDkH2 (42)
Furthermore, KM0 has a uniform upper bound with respect




C0  kDkH2 , while KMD
has a uniform upper bound with respect to M given by KUD .
Since kFMGk1=2 can be computed exactly (recall (33)),
Theorem 2 clearly gives an upper bound of kFk1=2 =
kFMk1=2 through a triangle inequality, where the gap
between such an upper bound and the aforementioned lower
bound kFMGk1=2 obviously converges to 0 at the rate of
1=
p
M as M !1 in this gridding approximation method.
We next give an alternative method for exactly computing
kFMGk1=2 through discretization treatment of the gener-
alized plant P . By (31), the output of FMG is a constant
function determined by the matrix C0. This immediately
implies that the induced norm kFMGk1=2 coincides with
the induced norm of the infinite-dimensional matrix






dMVh0 CM0AJA0dMVh0   

(43)
from l2 to RM1 , where
CM0 = C0A02dMC : R
n+n	
2 ! RM1 (44)
Here, let us consider the unit-ball image of B1 : L2[0; h)!
Rn2 . Then, on one hand, it coincides with the unit-ball image
of Vh : RnV2 ! Rn2 (where nV is the number of columns of
Vh0) while (by the norm-preserving property of LM ) it also





equivalently, that of A0dMVh0 : R
MnV
2 ! Rn2 . Hence, the
unit-ball image of A0dMVh0 coincides with that of Vh and
thus the induced norm of (43) coincides with that of
C00MVh0 CM0JVh CM0AJVh   

(45)
from l2 to RM1 . Note from the structure of0M that C00M =
C10M;n holds, where 
0
M;n is defined as 
0
M with J and
A02d replaced by I and A
0
d, respectively. Noting that the
induced norm from l2 to RM1 may be computed through
the row-wise independent treatment of (45), we can apply
essentially the same arguments as those used in deriving
(45) from (43). More precisely, we see from the structure
of 0M;n that the induced norm of (45) equals that of
FMG :=

DMG CM0JVh CM0AJVh   

(46)
from l2 to RM1 by defining
DMG = C1
h
0 V Th0 V
T
2h0    V T(M 1)h0
iT
: RnV2 ! RM1
(47)
Summarizing all the above arguments, we arrive at the
conclusion that kFMGk1=2 equals the induced norm of
FMG from l2 to RM1 in (46). This gives an alternative
exact computation method of kFMGk1=2 and further leads
to the following observation. Namely, because the matrix
FMG corresponds to the ‘last’ block row of the infinite-
dimensional Toeplitz matrix representation of the input/
output relation of the discrete-time system
MG :
(
k+1 = Ak + JVhwk
zk = CM0k +DMGwk
(48)
we readily have the following result giving an alternative
characterization of the gridding approximation kFMGk1=2.
Theorem 3: The gridding approximation kFMGk1=2 of
the L1=L2-induced norm kFk1=2 coincides with the
l1=l2-induced norm of the discrete-time system MG, i.e.,
kFMGk1=2 = kMGk1=2.
Corollary 1: The following inequality holds.






We note that the l1=l2-induced norm can be easily com-
puted [23]. Furthermore, we readily see that the discrete-time
system MG coincides with the closed-loop system obtained
by connecting 	 to the discrete-time plant
PMG :
8><>:
xk+1 = Adxk + Vhwk +B2duk
zk = CMdxk +DMGwk +DMduk
yk = C2dxk
(50)
where the matrices CMd : Rn2 ! RM1 and DMd : Rnu2 !




Hence, the above results are important in showing that the
controller synthesis problem for minimizing the L1=L2-
induced norm of sampled-data systems is approximately
reducible to the discrete-time l1=l2-induced norm problem
through the discretized generalized plant PMG in (50).
B. Piecewise Constant Approximation Approach
We next consider the piecewise constant approximation









a0JM0B01 M0a0JM1B01   
i
(52)
and the only difference from the gridding approximation in
the preceding subsection is that D011 in FM in (30) is retained
as it is. It turns out that this simple difference leads to an
improved convergence rate with respect to the fast-lifting
parameterM . From Lemmas 2 and 3, we have the following
result.
Theorem 4: The following inequality holds.
kFM  FM0k1=2  KM0
M
(53)
Furthermore, KM0 has a uniform upper bound with respect
to M given by KU0 .
This theorem clearly implies that the approximation error
in the piecewise constant approximation approach to the
computation of kFk1=2 = kFMk1=2 by kFM0k1=2 con-
verges to 0 at the rate of 1=M as M !1. In this context,
it is most important that we can have an exact computation
method for kFM0k1=2, as discussed in the following.
We first note that 0M is strictly block lower triangular and




11 is block diagonal. Further-
more, it is obvious from the definition of the L1[0; h0) norm
that kFM0k1=2 equals maxi kFM0ik1=2, where FM0i (i =
1;    ;M) are the ith block row of FM0. From these facts,











a0JM0B01 M0a0JM1B01   
i
(54)
without changing the induced norm. Note that the output
of each entry of FM0 in (54) is a constant function by





simply a convolution integral operator on [0; h0). On the other
hand, as an induced norm of time-invariant operators, the
L1[0; )=L2[0; )-induced norm of D11 in (14) restricted to
the time interval [0; ) is nondecreasing with respect to  .
Combining these observations (in particular, since the entries
in (54) other than D011 have constant outputs), it is not hard
to see that the induced norm kFM0k1=2 corresponds to the
output of FM0 in (54) for 0 ! h0 for the worst input
(even though it is not the case, in general, for the original
kFMk1=2). Hence, we are led to consider the output of
D011 only for 0 ! h0, and it obviously coincides with the
output of C1B01 for the same input. This implies that D
0
11 in
(54) may be replaced by C1B01 without affecting the induced
norm. Hence, by repeating the arguments about the unit-ball
images of B01 and Vh0 , we see that the induced norm of (54)
coincides with that of
C1Vh0 DMG CM0JVh CM0AJVh   

(55)
from l2 to RM1 . Note that the only difference from FMG
in (46) is the existence of the first entry C1Vh0 , and thus
the rest of the arguments is essentially the same as those
in the gridding approximation; the only issues we should
take care is that this entry has M times as many columns as
others and also corresponds to increasing the number of row
of the direct feedthrough matrix [C1Vh0 DMG] (compared
with DMG in the gridding approximation approach). To
circumvent these issues at once, it follows from the property
of RM1 that considering instead the induced norm of
FM0 :=
h
DM0 CM0J eVh CM0AJ eVh   i (56)
from l2 to RM1 suffices with
DM0 :=
h eD0 DMGi : R2nV2 ! RM1 (57)eVh := 0 Vh : R2nV2 ! Rn2 (58)
where the matrix eD0 is described aseD0 = (C1Vh0)T    (C1Vh0)T T : RnV2 ! RM1 (59)
To conclude, kFM0k1=2 equals the induced norm of FM0
from l2 to RM1 in (56). Since each entry therein has the same
number of columns, essentially the same arguments as in the
gridding approximation lead to the assertion that kFM0k1=2
equals the l1=l2-induced norm of the discrete-time system
M0 :
(
k+1 = Ak + J eVhwk
zk = CM0k +DM0wk
(60)
That is, we readily have the following result giving an
alternative characterization of the piecewise constant approx-
imation.
Theorem 5: The piecewise constant approximation
kFM0k1=2 of the L1=L2-induced norm kFk1=2 coincides
with the l1=l2-induced norm of the discrete-time M0, i.e.,
kFM0k1=2 = kM0k1=2.
Corollary 2: The following inequality holds.
kM0k1=2 KM0
M
 kFk1=2  kM0k1=2+KM0
M
(61)
Here, we note that the discrete-time system M0 coincides




xk+1 = Adxk + eVhwk +B2duk
zk = CMdxk +DM0wk +DMduk
yk = C2dxk
(62)
Hence, the controller design problem for minimizing the
L1=L2-induced norm of the sampled-data system SD is
reducible to the discrete-time l1=l2-induced norm problem
through the above discretized plant PM0.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper provided two methods for computing the
induced norm from L2 to L1 in SISO LTI sampled-data
systems through gridding and piecewise constant approxima-
tions, which are stimulated by the success in our preceding
study [6] relevant to explicitly characterizing and computing
a lower bound of the induced norm. These methods allow
us to compute an upper bound as well as a lower bound
of the induced norm from L2 to L1 in SISO LTI sampled-
data systems through approximately equivalent discretization
of the plant (and the corresponding l1=l2-induced norm
computation available in existing studies) and thus can be
extended to the associated controller synthesis problem (as a
future topic). It was shown that the gaps between the bounds
converge to 0 at the rate of 1=
p
M and 1=M in the gridding
and piecewise constant approximations, respectively, where
M is the fast-lifting parameter with which the sampling
interval is fractioned in the analysis.
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